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● Trustee is a tool for sharing and storing health data

● Made by HIE of One

● Free Software

● A prototype of decentralized governance

● One Trustee per person

● Standards-driven

● Health records for homeless people in Atlanta, Georgia
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Self-Sovereign

● Personal devices that operate together

● Decentralized groups that bundle policies and compete for people

● No vendor lock-in or walled garden

● User-financed

● Public blockchain model
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The Technology Stack
Private / Personal

● Person

● Mobile (biometric)

● Agent (delegation, semi-autonomous)

● Storage 

Blockchains / Communal

● Identifiers (write-once, read-many)

● Credentials (verifiable)

● Timestamps (merkelized)

● Finance (network effect) 4ethereum bitcoin



Demo

● Trustee

● uPort

● Health Record

● Consent Table

● Directory
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Trustee

Trustee is a semi-autonomous agent that exerts power over 
how one person’s networked data is used by others. It’s built 
around a standards-based authorization server.
At the authorization server, would-be users of one’s data 
present standards-based credentials along with their 
standardized data request. 
In our example, a doctor presents their blockchain-secured 
licenses to a Trustee that manages a standard health record.
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Decentralized Governance

A large academic medical center is eager to test new tech for a 
homeless health record. Credit the allure of blockchains and a desire to 
better control their health records vendor.

Shifting from a purely institutional technology mindset to sharing control 
with technology that is decentralized and community-driven and 
self-sovereign patients is mostly an exercise in risk management.

Technologies like Trustee, possibly featuring decentralized governance 
and personal agency, will soon be handling the health records of more 
than 500 million Indian citizens.
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Conclusion

● Trustee provides an example of decentralized governance

● Also an example of self-sovereign technology for each user

● Trustee itself will be used for Homeless Health Records in Atlanta, GA

● Similar technologies will likely be used in India

● These principles apply to personal data, anywhere, the GDPR we want
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